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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes a test program in which several orbital debris shield designs were
impact tested using the _bited shaped charge launcher facility at Southwest Research Institute.
This facNty enables researchers to study the impact of one-gram aluminum projectiles on various
sNeldmg designs at velocities above 11 km/s. A total of twenty tests were conducted on targets
provided by NASA-MSFC. This report discusses in detail the shield design, the projectile
par_ters and the test configuration used for each test. A brief discussion of the target damage
is provided, as the detailed analysis of the target response wilI be done by NASA-MSFC.
INTRODUCTION
This report describes a test program in which several orbital debris shield designs were
impact tested using the _bited shaped charge launcher (ISCL) facility at Southwest Research
Institute (SwRI). The ISCL fac_ty enables researchers to study the impact of one-gram
project_es on various s_eld designs at velocities above 11 knfs. A total of twenty tests were
conducted on targets provided by NASA-MSFC.
BACKGROUND
The basg for the ISCL is a rnetal-_ed explosive cavity, referred to as a shaped ch_ge.
TNs device generates a long, p_tic_y-defo_g jet of material that travels at high speeds.
ShaNd charges, which have great penetrating capabNties, have been used for _y ye_s in
anti-_or warheads and as oil well perforators.
The ISCL isolates the Ngh-speed jet tip of the shaped charge through the use of an
_bitor. The inhibitor is placed wit_ the cavity of the shaNd ch_ge. It _ows the jet tip to
develop as usual but prevents the remainder of the jet from forming. The isolated jet tip is the
projectile used to simulate space debris.
The concept of _ inN'bRed shaped charge launcher was first examined m the early 1960's.
A re-ex_ation of t_ concept began m 1987, when NASA-JSC Nnded SwRI to develop an
explosive launcher for simulation of orbital impacts. Since then, severn progr_ have been
conducted by Sw_ (one _nded internally by Sw_, one by DNA, and the re_der by NASA)
to refine the explosive launcher concept.
To ut_e the explosive launcher in an environn_nt that simulates the conditions in space,
an evacuated hypervelocity launcher facNty was designed and fabricated at SwRI. T_ facNty
increased the use_lness of the ISCL as a testing instm_nt by providing the means for
conducting impact tests wit_ a vacuu_ It was designed to hold targets of various sizes and
configurations so that different shield concepts could be tested.
TEST PROCEDU_S
All tests were performed wit_ the SwRI _bited shaped charge launcher facility (Figure
1). Reduced pressm-es between 4 and 6 Torr were used in the target chamber.
An aluminum (1100-O) _ed shaped charge with a 30 ° included angle was used for each
test. Octol 70/30 w_ c_t upon the Nu_um liner to fo_ the charge. The charge was initiated
using _ explosive bridge-wire detonator (EBW) and a precision initiation coupler (PIC). An
OFHC copNr inhibitor w_ u_d for each test to inhibR the formation of the shaNd ch_ge jet.
(The reader is refe_ed to Reference 1 for a detailed description of the ISCL concept.) Figure 2
shows a shaped charge wi_ _ i_bitor placed inside _e alu_num liner.
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Flash x-ray (FXR) equipment was positioned to take radiographs of the projectile and
debris cloud at various positions in the target chamber. Kodak direct exposure film (DEF) was
used for all tests, The projectile geometry was measured from these radiographs and its velocity
was calculated based on its position on the radiographs and the time at which the FXRs were
taken.
The ISCL was configured to provide three (3) orthogonal views. The first FXR station
used an HP 180 kV system with standard x-ray heads. The standard heads at this station
produced low quality images of the projectiles, as the low-density aluminum projectiles do not
absorb a large amount of this wavelength of x-ray. The image quality was enhanced during this
program by placing an NDT-9 intensifier screen behind the film (intensifier screens are not
required with the DEF film). This initial FXR station was used to determine the position-in-tin_
and the integrity of the projectile.
The second and third FXR stations used HP 300 kV systems with soft x-ray heads. These
soft heads create x-rays which are readily absorbed by the low-density aluminum material. Thus,
a much clearer image of the projectile was produced with this type of system. The first soft FXR
station was positioned to produce a radiograph of the projectile before it impacted the target.
The projectile geometry and position-in-tin_ were measured from this radiograph. The second
soft FXR station, which was only used for the zero-degree obliquity tests, was positioned
between the wall plate and the witness pack to provide a view of the post-impact debris ctoud.
The FXR pulsers for each orthogonal view are triggered by t_ delay using Hewlett
Packed (HP) Model 43114A digital delay generators. The delay generators are activated by the
signal sent from the Reynolds FS-10 ftrmg module to the detonator. Delay t_s were calculated
prior to each test based on the position of the x-ray heads and the anticipated projectile velocity.
Figure 3 shows the orientation for the pre-impact FXR stations.
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Figure 3. FXR Stations 1 and 2 Orientation.
During some tests, the t_d FXR station pulser was triggered using a make-screen. A
_e-screen consists of two pieces of Nu_um-foil sep_ated by a piece of mylar. A 7_ volt
potentiN is placed across the foils. However, since the Mylar is non-conductive, the current
cannot flow from one foil to the other. Therefore, electromca_y the _e-screen appears as an
open switch. When a _tallic object penetrates the screen, the switch is closed and the cu_ent
flows from one foil to the other. TNs flow of current (or cIosmg of the switch) can _ detected
and recordedby electronicmonitoringequipmentandthe signalcan beusedto trigger devices
suchastheFXR equipment.Forcertaintests,a make-screenwaspositionedsuchthatthe leading
particlebehindthetargetwail wouldpenetrateit andtrigger the behind-waU FXR station. Since
it does not rely on a calculated delay time, such a setup insured that this FXR station would be
triggered at the proper time.
Photographs (35mm) were taken before and after each test to show the target
configuration using Kodak ASA-200 color film. Additional photographs were taken of the front
and back faces of each individual target plate after they had been impacted. These photographs
have been sent to the technical monitor at MSFC.
Data sheets were filled out during the conduct of each. Information recorded on these
sheets includes test date and number, inhibitor geometry, x-ray delay times and distances, and
vacuum pressure. Copies of these data sheets are provided in this report as Appendix A.
Post test information is also included on these data sheets. This type of information
includes the projectile geometry, orientation, mass, and velocity. This hnformation is acquired by
examining the radiographs on a back-fit digitizing table. Values such as geometry, orientation,
and velocity are provided directly using a software program c_ed FILM developed at SwRI.
This program allows immediate measurements of the projectile data using simple, yet extremely
accurate, calibration techniques that are implemented with the ISCL. (The reader is referred to
Ref. 2 for more information on this calibration system).
A summary of the projectile geometry measurements is provided in Table 3 (see Appendix
B). In this table, a total angle (pitch and yaw) is provided with a quadrant value. This quadrant is
the location in which the projectile is angled towards. The quadrant numbering system is that of
the standard Cartesian coordinate system and is taken looking at the impact surface of the target
from the charge (Quadrant 1 being in the upper right-hand comer with numbers increasing
counter-clockwise). When a target was tested at other than 0 ° obliquity, the target was first
positioned on a levet surface and then rotated clockwise (looking down on the target) to achieve
the proper angle. When this was done, quadrants 1 and 4 were closer to the charge than
quadrants 2 and 3.
Since the ISCL projectile is not a sphere or a perfect rod, some estimations are made
when determining its mass. To provide the best possible estimate of projectile mass, the projectile
for each test was analyzed individually. The assumptions made and the analysis done for each test
is provided as Appendix C of this report. In most cases, values for the projectile inner diameter,
outer diameter, length, L/D ratio, and total inclination angle (yaw and pitch) are provided based
on the projectile shape.
TEST RESULTS
Testing began on 22 February 1996. The test matrix originally prepared by MSFC was
followed until we had a failure of the shaped charge device on Test 7698-14. During this test, the
RP-87 detonator fired as usual, but failed to detonate the PIC. This resulted in a large portion of
theOctol chargebeingdamaged.Althoughthealuminumlinerwasnot damaged,thechargeitself
couldno longerbeusedfor anISCL test.
The supplierof thePIC wascontactedin anattemptto determine the cause of the failure.
The company stood by their original response that the RP-87 detonator was sufficient to detonate
their PIC. Since SwRI had successfully used this detonator ! PIC combination 28 times before,
we agreed with their response and continued testing.
During the next two tests (Tests 7698-15 and 7698-16), the detonation train of the ISCL
worked successfuUy. However, during Test 7698-17, the PIC again did not detonate. The
program was stopped until a solution could be determined. After several discussions with the PIC
manufacturer, we decided to implement a more powerful detonator. It was decided that since the
detonation tr_ worked most of the time, but not all the time, that our detonator must be at the
threshold of working with that PIC design.
Severn very fortunate situations simultaneously occurred that allowed the two failed tests
to be repeated. First, the liners were not damaged by the PIC failures. Second, SwRI had
another set of liners being prepared to be explosively loaded at the time of the failures. Third,
NASA-JSC had a few extra ISCL charges in storage at SwRI that they loaned to NASA-MSFC
so the test series could be completed.
Figure 4. U.S. Lab at 0 ° (LO).
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Fibre 6. U.S. Lab Enhanc_ at 0* (LEO). Figure 7. U'S" Lab Enhanced at 45 °
Testing resumed on 12 M_ch 1996 with Test 7698-18. The _N five tests (Tests
7698-18 through 7.698-22) were completed m two days. Table 1 provides det_ed mfo_ation
about the targets that were impacted during this test program. Figures 4 through 7 show severn
types of targets that were tested. The nomenclature for the targets is that the initial plate is the
"face plate," foLlowed by either a fabric layer (consisting of Nextel and Kevlar) or an MLI layer
(which consists of several layers of multi-layer insulation), the second plate is the "wall plate,"
which is followed by the witness pack.
Table 1. Target Descriptions
,i TARGET N_:j:;I. .......
Witness Pack (For ALL Tests)
U.S. LAB
2/3 Scale
O°, 45 °, and 65 ° Obliquity
U.S. LAB
Full Scale
45 ° Obliquity
U.S. LAB ENHANCED
2/3 Scale
0° and 45 ° Obliquity
U.S. LAB ENHANCED
0.8 Sc_e
0 ° and 45 ° Obliquity
U.S. LAB ENDCONE
2/3 Scale
0 ° and 45 ° Obfiqui_
NONE
L0
and
L45
and
L65
IASF
LEO
and
LE45
LE0.8
and
LE45.8
LEC0
and
LEC45
6" Space !i
0.020" A| Plate li
z' _pace II
0.020" M Plate
2" Space
0.020" M Plate
0.032 r A1 6_6I'T6
1.5_" Space
20 Laye_ MLI
tt1.5_ Space
0.125" M 22!9-T87
Wim_ Pack
0.050" M _l-T6
2.250" Space
20 Laye_ MLI
2.250" Space
0.1_" _ 2219-T87
Wi__ Pack
0.050" _ _I-T6
......
1.5_" Space
4 Layers NEXTEL
4 Layers _VLAR
1.5_" Space
0.125" M 2219-T87
Witness Pack
0.063" AI _I-T6
1._" Space
5 Laye_ NEXTEL
5 Layers _VLAR
1.8_" Space
0.150" AI 2219-T87
Wi_ess Pack
0.032" AI 6061-T6
1._" Space
20 Layers MLI
4.810" Space
0.125" AI 2219-T87
wim_ Pack
:I
il
t
,!
J!
ii
i
ii
TARGET NAME .
U.S. LAB ENDCONE
F_ Scale
0 ° and 45 ° ObHqmty
! ABRE__ON
JEM
2/3 Scale
0 ° and 45 ° ObHqmty
JEM
F_ Sc_e
45 ° Obliqmty
U.S. LAB _AR WALL
2/3 Sc_e
0 ° and 4°50bliqm_
LECOF
and
LEC45F
JEM0
and
JEM45
JEM45F
LRW0
and
LRW45
0.050" AI _l-T6
1.5_" Space
20 Layers MLI
7.220" Space
0.1_" M 2219-T87
Wi__ Pack
0.032" AI _I-T6
I_" Space
20 Laye_ MLI
I_" Space
0.080" A!22!9-T87
Wi__ Pack
0 .... _. 50 AI_I-T6
0.125" M 2219-T87
Wim_ Pack
0.032 __I-T6
20 Layers MLI
1_00 Space
0.125" AI 5456
Wim_ Pack
NO_: Space v_ues given _e approximate. The ad_uon of the two space v_ues is _e _e _stance
between the front of _e face plate and the rear of the w_l plate.
General target d_ge measurements were made by SwRI subsequem to the tests. These
measurements include a rough sketch of the holes in both the face plates and the wall plates for
each test. Rough n_asure_nts, taken with a tape measure, are provided on these sketches and
in Table 2, which is a brief sumn-my of each test. These sketches and meas_e_nts are provided
as Appendix C.
MSFC also requested that specific measurements be recorded for the w_ plme holes. To
make these meas_e_nts, the w_ plate of interest was positioned onto a piece of gfidded paper.
The hole in the plate was traced onto the pa_r keeping the _ncil perpendicular to the paper and
in contact with the side of the hoie. Any cracks that might occur near the impact hole were also
traced and their lengths recorded. Fina_y, the longest distance between any two cracks was
recorded as the tip-to-tip crack length. The tip-to-tip crack length values for each applicable test
are provided in Tabie 4 of Appendix D, as are copies of the hole sketches. The detailed analysis
of the target plates w_ be done by MSFC. The target materials were sNpped back to the MSFC
techrdc_ monitor shortly after the conclusion of the test program. Fo_owing are brief
descriptions of each test.
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Table 2. Test Summary
_SS : _T_?i'_5_?____!'!i_ iiii!'_ii?i_i!i_iiiiiilTil !! _ _i!_i_i!ii!ii__!_ii_i'i'i i__'i'ii_!'i_!_ iI T i_'__II_'_'_
:i_:_:_!i;)_:_iiT:_:_,_il)_i_:_!_i:i_:/,: :_: ':_:"_:_'_>: :":ii_"_:_'i_?!iii:_:i:i_,_,_i_;_:i_,!ii!_i_,_,;_::'_:_i,::_:_,_:: ET: i :__:/_&_+ :_:_t_:_;_:___;_:_:__ i_i:__i:_i:iiii_,_:_:i i_i_ii,!_ii!ii_:i_ii:_:iii,:;ili:_:_i:_COMMENTS : ¸¸¸ • • • :
7698-1 1.35 11.68 L0 ....................................................................i-i-"-Dia(Hoie .............................................................................................................................................pattern.
(_.7")
7698-2 1.12 11.38 LEC0 3.5" to 4.3" Dia. Hole Slightly "C" shaped projectile.
(5.7") ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
7698-3 0.99 11.64 LEO 3" to 4" Dia. Hole Typical projectile.
(_l")
7698-4 0.94 11.37 L45 4.5" to 7" Dia. Hole Typical projectile.
(7.5")
......................................................................... _ ..................................................._ .......................
7698-5 1.03 11.77 JEM0 4.5" to 5" Dia. Hole Typical projectile.
8 "(.3)
7698-6 0.84 11.3;i -- _ 4.5" Dia. Hole Typical projectile.
(5.3")
7698-7 0.99 11.37 LEC45 4.7" to 6.3" Dia. Hole Typical projectile.
(3.6")
7698-8 - 0.82 11.40 LE45 No Penetration
• (-)
7698-9 0.97 11.42 JEM45 4" to 6.3" Dia. Hole
(13")
7698-10 1.42 11.35 LRW45 1.5" Dia. Hole "
(3.5")
7698-11 1.28 11 47 LECOF 0.5" to 1.25" Hole
(3.1")
7698-12 0.76 11.45 LE0.8 No Penetration
(-)
7698-13 1.04 11.51 L45F 0.625" Dia. Hole
(0.8")
7698-14 - - LE0.8 -
(-)
7-698-15 - - LE0.8 -
(-)
;/698-16 1.09 11.51 LE45 No Penetration
(-)
Poorly Formed Small Projectile
Typical projectile.
Typical projectile.
Typical (but longer _ _sual') projectile. Near the
Ballistic Limit.
Poorly Fo_xned Small Projectile
TypiCal _ctile."
Detonator Went, PIC Did Not
Projectile Ii_ _ipper #2 -- Bad Shot
Odd Projectile, Had a Flat Impact due to Mass on Side
i__*_TESii iii [_ii____MASS I VELOCITY_Ii_! iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii!iii !i_iiiii_:_:_:::_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ :__:-WALL_!_@_D AGE ........... __., iiiiiii..........._,_...........iiiiii_¢:_r_.. _... ..........................._ ............................................._:_ _ ..................
...................................................... (-)
7698-18 0.97 11.30 L65 No Penetration ............................... Typicai pr_eciiie: ...............................................
1__ 1-------i__-32 _ ..... 0.'75'; to-2"I)ia. Hole ] Used an 0.050" 6061-T6 Face Sheet.
......................................
II 7698-20 1.23 11.38 L45 2.75" to 1.25" Did. Hole I Projectile is an Open Cylinder (cross section is "C"
Ii..................................................................... I (61') shaped)
II (7) _ on target, assume a fairly lethal projectile (high L/D, flying
]]i__iii _ ...................................._ .................... straight).
h ................................... (6 8") About 1/3 of perimeter is o._._ned (somewhat "C" shaped)
fill
TEST 7698.1
This test resulted in a slightly larger than average (1.35 gram) projectile. An elliptical
hole, roughly 15.2 by 10.2 cm (6 by 4 inches), was produced in the face sheet. This hole was
jagged and the plate petalled in several places. The MLI layer was shredded, as was the case in
each test in which the material was used. A 2.5 cm (1 inch) diameter hole was produced in the
wall of the t_get. This was a "cooke-cut" hole, as _ere were no petals. A l_ge hole resulted in
the first two witness plates and the third wimess plate was severely deformed with many small
holes.
The third FXR station for this test was configured to be _ggered using a m_e-screen.
However, aI_ough the screen was working prior to test, during _e evacuation of _e _get
ch_ber it malNncfioned. Therefore, _e station was _ggered using a calculated time delay. A
ve_ nice post-impact debris pattern was captured during _is test. Contact-prints of these
radiographs are shown in Appendix E. Note that the make-screen is visible m each radiograph.
TEST 7698.2
The projectile for this test was cylindrically shaped with about one-fifth of the perimeter
missing (shaped like _e letter "C"). Its mass was fight at the average value of 1.12 grams. The
hole in _e face plate had a diameter from about 8.9 to 10.7 cm (3.5 to 4.2 inches) with one large
petal that extended to about 10.6 cm (4.2 inches) from the estimated impact point. The hole in
the wall plate was typically 3.1 cm (I.2 inches) in diameter with one petaI widening the hole to
5.6 cm (2.2 inches) wide. Wimess Plate 1 had a roughly 15.2 cm (6 inch) hole wi_ several
smaller holes _ound it. Plate 2 had several holes _d Plate 3 had only a few holes. The behind-
wail plate radiographs reveal a very concentrated debris pattern.
TEST 7698.3
The projectile in this test has a slightly longer L/D ratio than average (2.3), but is about
the average mass (.99 grams). The hole in the face plate is about 7.6 cm (3 inches) in diameter
and extends to 8.9 cm (3.5 inches) and 10.2 cm (4 inches) at two petal locations. The wall plate
has a jagged hole _at varies between 8.9 and 12.7 cm (3.5 and 5.0 inches) in diameter and up to
19.1 cm (7.5 inches) at a petal. All three wimess plates had multiple small holes and rearward
deformation.
TEST 7698.4
This was the first 45 ° obliquity test. The aim point for this and aI1 oblique-impact tests
was 5.1 cm (2 inches)forward horizontally from the center of _e wall plate. This modification
of _e impact point insured _at all plates would be impacted dunng the high-obliquity tests. As
for all oblique impacts, the third (behind-wall) FXR station was not used for _is test.
The projectile for Test 7698-4 had an L/D of 1.98 _d a mass of 0.9.4 grams. The face
plate had a roughly 11.4 cm (4.5 inch) hole _at extended to as much as 17.8 cm (7 inches) at one
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point. The wall plate had a roughly 6.4 cm (2.5 inch) diameter hole, and cracks ran left and fight
10.2 and 6.4 cm (4 and 2.5 inches) respectively. Cracks that extended to the edge of the plate ran
up and down such that the plate was cut in two. Damage on the witness plates decreased from
many small holes on the front plate to only a few on the third plate.
TEST 7698.5
Test 7698-5 was a 0 ° obliquity shot. It produced a very jagged hole in the face plate with
diameter values that varied from 11.4 to 17.0 cm (4.5 to 6.7 inches). The wall plate had a
nominalIy 6.4 cm (2.5 inch) diameter hole with several petals that extended the hole size up to
12.7 cm (5 inches) long. The first witness plate has an 6.4 cm (8 inch) diameter hole and a large
deflection. Plate #2 was fractured into two pieces with a large hole and deflection. The third
wimess plate is largely deformed and has several small holes in it. The behind-wall radiographs
show a dispersed debris pattern.
TEST 7698-6
A relatively small (.84 gram) projectile was produced during this test. It resulted in a
jagged face plate hole that was up to 11.4 cm (4.5 inches) in diameter. The wall had a 7.6 cm (3
inch) diameter hole with a single petal that extended the radius to 6.8 cm (2.7 inches). Wimess
Plate #1 had a large hole and deformation which decreased in Plate #2. Plate #3 had onIy a few
small holes. The behind-wall radiographs show a debris cloud consisting of mainly small
particles.
TEST 7698.7
This test was another 45 ° shot. A low LiD (1.15) projectile with a mass of 0.99 grams
was produced. The face plate hole was about 11.9 cm (4.7 inches) in diameter and the longest
petal extended the hole radius to 15.7 cm (6.2 inches). The hole in the wall plate was around
3.8 cm (1.5 inches) in diameter with no petalling. Damage was minimal to Witness Plate #1 and
Plate #2 was not damaged.
TEST 7698-8
This test produced a projectile that was not well formed. It appeared to be a cylinder that
consisted of only about half of the cylinder wall. Al_ough a poor shape, it had a substantial
mass (0.82 grams). _e projectile produced an elliptical hole in the face plate that measured 6.4
by 10.2 cm (2.5 by 4.0 inches). The wail plate was not penetrated but was bulged a few
centimeters.
TEST 7698.9
The projectile for Test 7698-9 produced a very jagged hole which resulted in l_ge petal
formation in _e face plate. _e di_eter vmed from I0.2 to 15:.7 cm (4.0 to 6.2 inches). A
I_ge amount of damage was also done to _e wall plate, which was broken in two pieces by _e
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impact. The approximate hole size of the wall plate was 15.2 cm (6 inches). A central hole was
produced in all three wimess plates. The damage decreases from many small holes in Wimess
Plate # I to only a few small holes in Plate #3.
TEST 7698-10
A larger than average projectile (1.42 grams) was produced during this test. The face
sheet had an almost rectangularly-shaped hole with a minor diameter of 6.4 cm (2.5 inches) and a
major diameter of 14.0 cm (5.5 inches). The wall plate had a 3.8 cm (1.5 inch) diameter hole
with no petals. Wimess Plate #1 had a large 12.7 cm (5 inch) diameter hole in it. This damage
decreased to multiple small holes by Plate #2 and only a few small holes by Plate #3.
_i_ •
TEST 7698-11
A high L/D ratio (3.4) projectile was produced during this test. It produced a hole with a
8.9 to 10.7 cm (3.5 to 4.2 inch) diameter in the face sheet. The damage to the wall plate suggests
the test was very near the ballistic limit of the material. It appears that the small hole in the plate
was caused by spalling of the rear surface of the plate, not by penetration. The hole, which is
really a small crack, is about 1.3 cm (0.5 inches) wide by about 3.0 cm (1.2 inches) long. The
resulting debris on the back side of the wall plate produced only small holes in the initial wimess
plate and only two small impacts on the second plate.
TES T 7698-12
A poorly-formed, Iow-mass (0.76 grams) projectile was produced during this test and
resulted in no penetration of the target wall plate. The projectile formed a roughly 5.1 cm
(2 inch) diameter hole in the face plate with no petalling. About a 2.5 cm (1 inch) bulge resulted
at the impact point on the wall.
TEST 7698-13
A very nice projectile was produced during Test 7698-13. It produced a hole in the face
plate that varied between 8.1 and 11.4 cm (3.2 and 4.5 inches) in diameter and had three large
petals. A "cookie-cut" hole approximately 1.5 cm (0.6 inches) in diameter resulted in the wall
plate. Wimess plate damage decreased from about nine small holes in the initial plate to two
small holes in the third.
TEST 7698-14
During this test, the detonator fired whiIe the PIC did not. The result was that the charge
could not be fired.
TEST 7698.15
The projectile foxed during this test did not fly straight and it impacted the second
stripper plate. _e impact occurred approximately 1.3 cm (0.5 inches) from the edge of _e
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stripperhole. Theresultof thisnearmisswasthata largeamountof steelspall (from thestripper
plate)andprojectilematerialimpactedanddestroyedthetarget.
TEST 7698.16
The projectile produced during this test was not typical. It appears that the projectile
opened up severely and resembled a flat plat more than a hollow cylinder. The mass of 1.09
grams was still present, it was just in a non-typical form. The projectile created a 8.1 to 10.2 cm
(3.2 to 4.0 inch) diameter hole in the face plate and only a 2.0 cm (0.8 inch) high bulge in the
wall plate.
TEST 7698-17
Again, the detonator fired and _e PIC did not. No shot occurred.
TEST 7698-18
This was the only 65 ° obliquity test performed during this program. A typically shaped
projectile was produced but did not penetrate the wall plate. It did produce a jagged hole in _e
face plate _at measured between 15.2 and 17.8 cm (6 and 7 inches) in diameter with one crack
that ran to _e bottom edge of _e plate.
TEST 7698-19
Ano_er very nice projectile was produced during this test. It produced a highly-petalled
hole in the face plate. Hole diameters varied from 7.6 to 11.4 cm (3.0 to 4.5 inches). A "cooNe-
cut" hole resulted in the wall plate. Its measured about 2.0 by 5.1 cm (0.8 by 2.0 inches). The
test resulted in a large number of small holes in Wimess Plate #1. The number of small holes
decreased greatly by Plate #2 and only one hole was created in Wimess Plate #3.
TEST 7698-20
The projectile for this test appeared to be an opened-up cylinder whose cross-section
looked like the letter "C" It produced a jagged hole in _e face plate _at measured about
11.4 cm (4.5 inches) in diameter. The hole diameter increased to 15.7 cm (6.2 inches) at two
locations where petals occurred. The wall plate had a hole with a nominal diameter of 4.3 cm
(1.7 inches) that petalled in two places. _e petalling of the wall plate increased the hole
diameter to 6.9 cm (2.7 inches) at one point. All _ee wimess plates had a main hole that was
approximately 1.3 cm (0.5 inches) in diameter. Plate #1 had approximately 40 smaller holes that
decreased to 5 by Plate #3.
TEST 7698.21
Due to a malNnction of _e X-ray equipment, we did not get an image of _e projectile
during _is test. Only the _ird _ station triggered properly and produced a nice image of _e
behind wall debris pattern. _e hole in Ne face plate was nominally 7.6 cm (3 inches)in
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diameter and had only a small amount of petalling. The hole in the wall plate was 3.8 cm (1.5
inches) in diameter and had a single petal that extended the hole size to 8.9 cm (3.5 inches). Four
long cracks ran from the hole in the wall plate. Wimess plate damage was typical, with a large
number of small holes in Plate # 1 that reduced to a few small holes by Plate #3.
TEST 7698.22
The 0.98 gram projectile produced during the final test produced a 10.2 cm (4 inch)
diameter hole in the face plate. One large and several small petals occurred in this plate. The
wall plate had a "cooNe-cut" hole with four large cracks running from it. _e hole was about 1.3
by 2.5 cm (0.5 by 1.0 inches). The first and second wimess plates had about eight smalI hoIes
and one 1.0 cm (0.4 inch) diameter hole through them. The third wimess plate only had a single
0.5 cm (0.2 inch) diameter hole.
5.0 SUMMARY
A total of twenty ISCL tests were performed on shield designs provided by NASA-
MSFC. Nash x-rays were used to image the ISCL projectile before impact for projectile velocity
and geometry measurements. In some tests, flash x-rays were used to image the behind-wall
debris pattern. _e average projectile mass was 1.05 grams and the average velocity was 11.45
km/s. Basic measurements of hole size and shape were made and are included in this report.
Detailed analysis of the targets will be done by NASA-MSFC.
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APPENDIX A
Test Data Sheets
ii_L_ CI( i_
iili_!I!!_:C(_ •
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
ISCL TEST NO. /_ (_ 5¢,,,,,.,), / _SaF "
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE WEIGHT
DETONATOR TYPE RP-80
INHIBITOR
FXRs
OVERALL HEIGHT
INNER DIAMETER
/, 7.__ (in)
d' V_ c_ (in)
HEAD # 1" SIZE 150 (kV)
HEAD #2"
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY TIME
SIZE
(/d (in)
/ ,,,2 7 (usec) E
300 soft (kV)
Y? On)/
/ 3-3 (usec)"
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY TIME
HEAD #3" SIZE
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY TIME
VACUUM PRESSURE
TARGET DESCRIPTION
300 soft (kV)
77 (in)
o_/_/_Se-_ (usec)
/MS_C
(torr)
a ._god,.
COMMENTS
i.
/i ?_
.... f
fi!_i'!!:!_:ii!!_/I_"
,C/L L f :_
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
:scu v_svNO. / Z /
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE _IGHT (_ q " _ (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE_ RP-87
INmB_OR
OVERALL _IG_
INNER DIAMETER
),-7 5_ (m)
(in)
FXRs
HEAD #t- SIZE 150
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY
(kV)
(m)
(usec)
HEAD #'2: SIZE
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY TIME
3:00 soft (kV)
S_ (us_)
HEAD #3: S_ 300 so_ (kV)
DISTANCE _OC __J_ (m) . -
.t/
VACVUMv_S_ Y_ .....(torr)
TARGET DESCRIPTION /v7 5 _C L E C 0
COMME_
_ _,i_/?_
,_i _ ?
_i?_ •:, •
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST__B_ Y b _ g " Z DATE _ -_ 3 - _
_SCLTESTNO. J _ 2- _6; a _ __--/
EXPLOS_
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE _IGHT
DETONATOR TYPE
INIRB_OR
OVERALL _IGHT
HEAD #1" SIZE 150
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY
/{
HEAD #2: S_ 300 soft
e_
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY TIME
HEAD #3: S_ 3:00 .soft
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AYTIME _/_ /'ff'_'_ =
VAC_ P_SU_ (tort)
TARGET DESCRIPTION /_ _ F C
(grams)
(m)
(in)
(kV)
(in)
(usec)
(kv)
(m)
(usec)
(kV))
(m)_,,Ota
(usecL)
t-=,,_.._
o,
7!1 ,_
C0t_IEN'r$
_ii'_ii_ii;, ,iii:
:__ii_!_i:iii_I;
, :i/_ i
, _!i!i_ "
! /i
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
• ., DATE _ - 2-'/,., -- _C.
ISCL TEST NO. o _ _ _-"
_LOS_
CHARGE NUMB_
C_GE WEIGHT ,
__OR
DETONATOR TYPE
OVERALL HEIGHT
FXRs
RP-87
/ , (grams)
(in)
INNER DIAMETER '' -' _ _ (in)
HEAD #1" SIZE 150
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY
HEAD #2: STT_
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY TIME
SIZE
I HEAD #3:
t
1
J
VACUUM P_SURE
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY _ .
if--.
_/__. ,,_.-_
i % -q .-
TARGET DESCRIPTION
f-
COMMENTS
(kV)
......(in)
(usec)
300 soft (kV)
(m)
300 soft
......(use,:)
(kV)
(m)
(usec)
(to=)
.
_., t
..,,.
ca_,._222/
T'),/ c.z_? /-,.,-.6--: _.
• i i_ ,
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER 7b 9 _ "" .('- DATE _ -- _ _ "- ,_ _
:SCL _ST NO. / Z
E_LOS_E
CHARGE NUMB ER
C_GE WEIGHT
DETONATOR _E _-87
INttlB_OR
OVERALL _IG_
INNER DIAME_
_AD #1- S_ 150
DIST_CE FBOC :I
D_AY _ _I
HEAD #2" S_ 3_ soft
DIST_CE __
D_AY
If
HEAD #3: S_ 300 soft
DIST_CE FBC_ ¢t
DELAY _ ?__:_
(tort)
TARGET DESCRIPTION
(grams)
(m)
(m)
(kV)
(m)
(use,:)
(kV)
,. (use(:)
(kV)
COMMENTS u:se
i;iiI !!i
?ii:_:_ ii_i'_ •
>;i _3i'!i.i i_
ii<. :/;!i•
i ?i ; •
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
ISCL TEST NO. / g _
EXPLOS_
CHARGE _MBER
CHARGE WEIGHT "/ < (gr s),>, . ,,, am
DETONATOR TYPE RP-87
INI/IB_OR
OVERALL _IGHT
INNER DIAMETER
i,><_7
.i.d ._->"
(m)
(m)
FXRs
HEAD #1" S_ 150
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY
(kV)
...
_! (in)
_ ,,(usec)
HEAD #2: SIZE
DIST_CE FBOC
D:_AY
300 soft (kV)
!_ (in)
r_ ,,.(usec)
HEAD #3: SIZE 300 soft . (kV)
DISTANCE FBOC _l (in)
VAC_ PRrSSURE q Y_- (to_)
TARGET DESCRIPTION _ ""
_?--C
COMMENTS _,_L - _ : i-- - .-
! i
i:_ :i
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST_BER Y_ Q g P 7 DATE '_- _'y - _'6
ISCL TEST NO. ! 3
_LOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE WEIG_ '7 i_ ,5 (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE _-87
__OR
OVERALL HEIG_
INNER DIAMETER
FXRs
_AD #1" SIZE 150
DISTANCE FBOC __ J_
D_AY _
HEAD #2: SIZE 300 soft
DISTANCE FBOC
il
Dl:_IAY TIME
HEAD #3: SIZE ___ 300 soft
DISTANCE FBOC
D_.I AY TIME
VAC_ P_S_ __ z/ffz-
TARG_ DESCRIPTION p_SVC
(in)
(ha)
(kV)
On)
, (usec)
.....(kV)
(m)
(usec)
_(.m)___
, ,,(u__/
COMMENTS
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER 7b 9 g "- _ DATE _- _ -_ - f _
ISCL TEST NO. f 7
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER /
CHARGE WEIGHT (_ 5- _. 2. (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE RP-87
INHIBITOR
OVERALL HEIGHT
INNER DIAMETER
(in)
(in)
YXRs
HEAD #I" SIZE 150
DISTANCE _OC
D_AY
[I
(kV)
(in)
(usec)
HEAD #2-
HEAD #3"
VACUUM P_S_
TARGET DESCRIFrION
SIZE 3_ soft (kV)
DIST_CE F_OC 1, (in)
D_AY _ _ (usec)
....vs:_..
S_ __- 3_ soft _kv)
DIST__ -(in)
(tor )
/,: /!/
- i_ •:: _;i
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
t'
_ST r_MBZg 7b 9 g -" " DATE ._ - a _ - _:
ISCLTESTSO. / g _ __. _-:_
/
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE _IGHT (grams,)
DETONATOR TYPE_ RP-87
IN_ITOR
OVERALL HEIGHT
_qER DIETER
(in)
(in)
FXRs
HEAD #1" S_
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY TIME
150 (kV)
_/ (in)
(usec)
HEAD #2: SIZE 3_oft _. (kV)
DISTANCE. FBOC / ....(in)
D_AY TIME "/ (usec)
HEAD #3" SIZE
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY TIME
vAc ,, (torr)
.....(kV)
(m)
(usec)
TARGET DESCRIPTION :'!5:c
COMN__
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER
ISCL TEST NO.
7b 9 _ - ! 0 DATE 2 -._' -W
0
_LOSIVE
CHARGE NUMB_
CHARGE _IGHT
J
3 " :7, _ (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE __ _-87
INDOOR
OVERALL _IG_
INNER DIAMETER : L_..2 _'
(m)
(m)
FXRs
HEAD #1" S_ 150
DISTANCE _OC
D_AY TIME /:
{/
,(kV)
(in)
(usec)
HEAD #2:
HEAD #3:
SIZE 300 soft
DIST_CE _OC //
D_AY TIME //
S_ ___ "_00 soft /
DISTANCE FBOC x,_
/ "-,,
-5-"VAC_ P_SU_
......(kV)
On)
(usec)
(kV)
(in)
(usec)
(tort)
TARGET DESCRIPTION
CO__
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER 7_ 9 g _= // DATE _- 2-- ?_
ISCL TEST NO. /_ '_ _ "::- / 2
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER -:b< "
/ ,
CHARGE WEIGHT :: _, > ' (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE RP-87
INIiIBITOR
._.-__
O VERALL _IGHT
INNER DIAMETER
(in)
(m)
HEAD #1" SIZE 150
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY
(kV)
(in)
(usec)
HEAD #2" SIZE
DISTANCE FBOC
DEI.AY TIME
300 soft (kV)
(m)
(usec)
HEAD #3" S_
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY
VACUUM P_SURE _" _/&"
300 soft (kV)
ff
(usec)
TARGE_ DESCRIPTION LEcOW
(torr)
COMMENTS /_7 /_'_
f
_/f
¢
i:_i¸
!i,:_i!:iI!I_I,_?:
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER Y. 6_ q g "- /:-- , DATE --_V_.</_.7-,._
/,_;t ....
ISCL _ST NO. / , "
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE WEIGHT ,j .. 7..2 (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE RP-87
INtIIBITOR
OVE_L HEIG_
INNER DIAMETER
) -- 7-_ (in)
-' - (in)J
HEAD #1- SIZE 150
DISTANCE FBOC
,,(kv)
....(in).
HEAD #2:
D_AY TIME __ , (usec)
SIZE 300 soft .....(kV)
DISTANCE FBOC " (in)
] t
D_AY TIME
. (torr)
HEAD #3: S_ 300 soft
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY TIME
VAC P SSU 
TARGE_ DESCRHrrION
(use,c)
(in) /
(use._
//_/¢ee'_-
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST_MBER Yb q g-" : _.__- Z -DATE -_ - _ "
ISCL TEST NO. / :/_:'
_LOSWE
CHARGE NU__
CHARGE _IG_
DETONATOR TYPE RP-87
INtRB_OR
OVERALL _IGHT
INNER DIAME_
FXRs
HEAD #1" S_
DISTANCE FBOC
D_AY TIME
(grams)
HEAD #2: S_
DIST_CE FBOC
D_AY TIME
HEAD #3: S_
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY TIME
VAC P :su 
TARGET DESCRIPTION
(ha)
(m)
150 (kV)
)] , (m)
)f ,. (usec)
_00 soft (kV)
tl On)
// ,,,(usec)
300 soft (kV)
! _ ,,,(in)
(usec)
(tort)
COMMF, N_
:<
(i :}_iii!!i!i
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST_BER 7d::' Q oO -- _ /<7/ DATE "_- _'-_ _'
ISCL TEST NO. / _/<._ / L/
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
C_GE _G_ Y/- & (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE :-87
INEIIB_OR
OVERALL _GHT
INNER DIAMETER
// /
_,_/6 8
(in)
(In)
FXRs
HEAD #1" SIZE 150
DISTANCE _OC
D_.AY TIME
(kv)
(in)
(usec)
HEAD #2: SI77p+ 300 so_
D_TANCE P'_OC /'
HEAD #3: SIZE 300 soft
/,
D_TANCE _OC_
VA_ P_S_ _/Y_--
fkV)
(in)
(use(:)
(kV)
(in)
(use*)
(torr)
T_G_ DESCRIPTION M s _c.
COMMENTS
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST_BER 7# 9 g" _./S-- DATE _-_7--76_...
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
.... '=- (grams)CHARGE _G_ .>" -_
DETONATOR TYPE _P-87
INBIBITOR
OVERALL HEIG_
INNF..RDIAMETER
/ 7 _ (in)
0, :' _ V (in)
FXRs
HEAD #I"
HEAD #2:
HEAD #3:
S_ 150
DISTANCE FBOC _
D_AY TIME __ .//
S_ 3:_ so_
//
DISTANCE FBOC
//
D_AY TIME //
S_ 3_ so_
//
DISTANCE FBOC
VACUUM PRESS_ __
Ocv)
. (in)
,. (usec)
_ (kv)
(in)
(usec)
TARGET DESCRIPTION
_ (tort)
,,(kV)
(in)
(usec)
COMMENTS
I- / :_,.
J
_i ,
., , .2/¢
/
C!: i I_ •
ii
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TESTNUMBER 7_ 9 _- '/_ --" " " _,. DATE_ _- o -"
ISCL TEST NO. _ _
EXPLOSIVE
C_GE NUMBER
CHARGE _GHT ' ' _ (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE_ _P-87
__OR
INNER DIAMETER
/, ,._ C"J (in)
FXRs
HEAD#1:
HEAD #2:
S_ 150 (kV)
D_T_CE _OC ,(m)
D_AY _ (use_)
S_ 3_ soft (kv)
D_TANCE _OC __ (in)
D_Y 'I'IME ,, (u sex)
VAC_ PRESSURE
DmTANCE _ _ (in)
D_______-___ (usec),
¢/Y:-- __ Ctor_)
TARG_ D_RIPTION L._ 95
COMM__ _ O
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
• __ ,)- _
TEST_BER 7# c] g_- /,7 DATE _ "-
t f'
/ ,._.¢ISCL TEST NO. _.
EXPLOSIVE
C_GE NUMBER
C_GE WEIGHT
DETONATOR TYPE __ _-87
INmBITOR
OVERALL ttEIG_
INNER DIAMETER
0n)
(in)
FXRs
HEAD #1"
HE.M) #2:
HEAD #3"
VAC_ P_S_ __
S_ 150
DISTANCE _OC
, ,
DELAY _
S_
DISTANCE _OC
300 soft
/
D_Y
(kV)
....(in)
(use,)
(kV)
(m)
(usec)
Sl_ _ ....3_ soft _'-------(_)
DISTAN_/__[__ _- _ ....... - -.. (in)
D!__Y TIME_ " ._.(usec)
_///z_ _ (tort)
TARGET D_R.IPTION _ 5 F _.
COMMEN'I_ S ,
J
_,ii_i!,_ii_/_
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER 7_' Q o° "-- 2 _ DATE 2 _"_" - J G
ISCLTESTNO. '""f7 -.-3"-""_7 / "?"st_
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER _ _""%
CHARGE _GHT _ _-S. _'-
DETONATOR TYPE I_P-87
(grm_)
INIImITOR
l, ?k'?
OVERALL _G_
O, _8
INNER DL_vIE_ _ _
(in)
(in)
#I" S!_ _ 1s0
DISTANCE FBOC ___ !'
Ip
D_AY TIME
HE#D #2: S__ 3_ soft
HEAD #3:
DISTANCE FBOC _ 1,
DELAY TIME
_ 300 soft
DISTANCE _-_'_
VACUUM PRESSURE
TARC_ I)ZSCRWrlON /_ _F C
,.(kV)
.. , (in)
(use,:)
(kV)
. (in)
(usec)
,(in)
(usec)
COMMENq'S
b" 3 _£?u
:i, 'i_/
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER 7_ C_ g --- /? _ DATE S -/.2- _'
ISCL TEST NO. //_/_ ._r_-_
_LOS_
DE_NATOR TYPE __-87
(grams)
__OR
OVERAI2_ _O_
INNER DIAMETER_
/. 7_0 (in)
(in)
HEAD #I" S_ _ 15o
HEAD _:
HEAD #3:
VACUUM P_S__
DISTANCE FBOC __,
D_AY TIME
DISTANCE FBOC
300 soft
I!
/I
D_Y TIME
DISTANCE FBOC
D_ "__
Y///2 , ..(mrr)
CkV)
-- ,.(in)
(usec)
(kV)
(in)
(us_)
,,,(in)
(use*)
TARGET D_CRIPTION
J
COMMENTS i 0_'-o
l
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST NUMBER 7_ 9 g _" _ 0 DATE 3 -/-_ -7"_
ISCL TEST NO. /_/_ . _.5"-- -_ -7d_°
EXPLOS_
C_GE NUMB_ __/
_..-...
DETONATOR _E RP-87 _
(grams)
INHIB_OR
OVERALL _G_
INNER DIAMETER
(m)
(m)
FXRs
HEAD #I"
HEAD #2:
HEAD #3:
S_ 150
DISTAN_ _OC
D_AY TIME
D_T__ _OC
DELAY TIME
VACUUM P_SURE __///t'-
t I
(kV)
(m)
(usec)
(kV)
,(in)
(usec)
S_I__--"-_-_... 3_: soft _
_ (in)
D_TANCE __ _ (usec)
D__
(torr) '
TARG_ DESCRIPTION /_ .5 _c
COMMENTS
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST_BER 7# 9 g P '_I" DATE --->_"-:-?_
ISCL TEST NO. i.5-'.._
EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE NUMBER
CHARGE _GHT 6 >_--_, o (grams)
DETONATOR TYPE I_P-87
INTRIB_OR
OVERALL tEIG_
INNER DIAMETER
t, ?_b (in)
On)
F_
HEAD #I"
--h
Sl:irJ__ 150 (iV)
DISTANCE FBOC I, .. ...(in)
D_AY TIME " (usec)
HEAD #2: S_ 300 soft
DISTANCE FBOC
DELAY TIME
HEAD #3" S_ 3_ soR
DISTANCE FBOC
VACUUM PRF_SURE
,f
D_Y TIME
TARG_ DESCRIPTION /v_ 5_C.
_ (ton)
.(kV)
(in)
. m_cOL._
_ (kV)
(in)
(use,:)
z._O,?
,,...
p/o
ivo .7--
Du n
COMMENTS ¸
,i • ,
= il
: ii!ii!_
INHIBITED SHAPED CHARGE LAUNCHER DATA SHEET
TEST _BER 7_' c? g _ 2-__ DATE ......_ - / _ - _ _
i
,SCLTF.STSO. ' 2/
_LOS_
CHARGE __
C_GE _G_
DE_NATOR TYPE _-87
(grams)
INEIIB_OR
OVERALL HEIGHT
INNER DIAMETER
(in)
(ha)
FXRs
HEAD #I"
HEAD #2:
HEAD #3:
VACUUM P_SURE
s_ 15o (kV)
DISTANCE _OC ___ / / (m)
//
DELAY TIME __ (usec)
S_ 3_ soft _ (kv)
//
DISTANCE _OC ___ ' _ (in)
/l
DELAY _ __ (usec)
TARG_ D_RIPTION
COMMEN_
_!i!_' i_ii i
_i_'i_?:_....
ii_iIi_!i_,,_i_
i _ /
APPENDIX B
Projectile Geometry Measurements
Table 3. Projectile Geometry Measurements
76.98-1
7698-2
7698-3
7698-4
7698-5
7698-6
7698-7
7698-8
7698-9
7698-10
7698-11
7698-12
7698-13
7698-14
7698-15
7698-16
7698-17
7698-18
7698-19
7698-20
7,698-21
76:98-22
1.35
1.12
0.99
0.94
1.03
0.84
0.99
0.82
O.97
1.42
1.28
0.76
1.04
1.09
0.97
1.I1
1.23
11.68
11.38
11.64
11.37
11.77
11.37
11.37
11.40
11.42
11.35
11.47
11.45
11.51
11.51
11.32
11.38
11.36
0.871
1.011
0.623
0.665
0.696
0.739
0.820
0.831
0.693
0.602
0.762
0.742
1.102
0.813
0.716
1.392
0.947
1.1
1.1
26 (2)
31 (2)
40(1)
30 (2)
54 (3)
50 (2)
33(1)
61 (2)
36(I)
7(1)
27 (4)
75 (4)
15 (4)
15 (2)
29(1)
;!:i i_i
i'i,i(,;il
Oi(i!i_i__i:
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
• _5--8
-70>
.0 7 _ 0-7/
¢
LPbP. ,0tl
o
, o6_
-/O,d
t-- ,p _.i. t
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) O..7 _/g
AVERAGE THIC_SS (in) O,ovW
INNER DIAMETER (in).
LENGTH (in)
,O,/?N
t,
TOTAL A.NGLE (deg)
MASS (g) /, $'._
(Quadrant #)
'/AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s). /,, 6 _'
I
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 gJcc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
2
3
I
4
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
74,?* - 2
O.g.Z l
u,, ,3'-/ . o ?{,
,o_b
07_
, o6_'
_0,0
:2[ •
:) :i _-
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) O,Sff_
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in) 0,07_
_R DIETER (in) O, a,cD
LENGTH (in)
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) 30,"7 (Quadrant #)
MASS (g) 1, I 2..
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s) tI, Z?
NOTES: YAW"
PITCH:
D_SITY:
QUADRANT:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
2
3 4
i!!_i!/?[/_i_;j
iii: '0!
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
O_ER
,p_O
, 9,_0
0,5_o
) •
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) 0, _ _¢_"
AVERAGE THICFaNESS (in) O_ , 0 2?
INNER DIAMETER (in) 0, (J_I
LENGTH (in) 0,5-6O
LID 2,3
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) _ c_, (Ouadrant #)
MASS (g) _
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
NOTES" YAW:
P_CH:
D_SITY:
QUADRANT:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/co
Looking at Impact Surface
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
7_?#-W
17¸x !::;,
•"_L/[,:_•
,#TO
.2$ z
6' n
It, qO
-/?,s
,- a,9,L/
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) _). c_ 6 2_
AVERAGE THIC_SS (in) d), O 7
_R DIAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in) O. 5-/Y
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) LOuadrant #) 2_
MASS (g) ___, _ q
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Lrnpact Surface
2 t
4
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
9nG
, _0 7_n
! '
,oTff
, o_,'2 o
-5_,7
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in)
AVERAGE THICIQNESS (in) 0. o7 I
INNER DIAMETER (in) O, l-/ z-
LENGTH (in), O. 5-/g"
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) Z_/.Z (Quadrant #)
MASS (g) _. 0
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
3 4
IS CL PROJECTILE DATA
7_9Z-6
,530 , Ok, _, 11,77
-g _o, 7
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) d, _ q I
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
INNER DIETER (in) (.j, tSj
LENGTH (in).
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) (Ouadrant #) 2_
MASS (g) O, 7
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s) jI,37
NOTES" YAW:
PITCH-
DENSITY:
QUADRANT:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
2
3
1
4
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
. OFg
. ovLf
_j,3S
II,77
_ .S.Z ' .z-
+/0,5"
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in)
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
INNER DIAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in) 0. Z?2-
L/D t. is--
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) (_Quadrant #').
MASS(g) D,,. 9c_
AVERAGE VELOCKY (km/s) /t, 37
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENS_Y: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
V67_ -g'
0,0"7t
O, Ob_
l}.3b
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in)
AVERAGE THICKaNESS (in)
ENNER DIAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in)
L/D
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) (Ouadrant #)
MASS (g) 0, f .Z.
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
NOTES- YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
_oqec T J L%
/J
jl
2
4
• :ii•
/_ ,_i•
• ,_ iii_i _i_
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
.... ,,,
D R I ssi?!iti¢iilliiii!!ii[ili  ;i  i iill
!On) ,_iiIii:ii i!_i f_n) iiili,_i_ii_ii f!!_iii_lili; _:ii_!i;i!!Neg)!i_ii i_iiiii,I
. 37o " o_ _ ,o_ ii,_7 -_9_'-" I
" " !i
4 __ - tl, 37 4- /b 7 I
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in)
AVERAGE THIC_SS (in) O.o_,'-/
INNER DLAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in) O. 3_,&-
L/D I,IZ-
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) /4 g, "7
MASS (g) £). ? t"7
(Ouadrant #)
AVERAGE VELOCrTY (kin/s)
NOTES- YAW:
PITCH-
D_srrY:
QUADR.AI_rT: '
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
3 4
+_;I(IL_
_ ;/_i •
/:LI:_ :% _i
• <!)
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
/
i ,
,og;
060 .
t /
t{, 76
+ ?
..+U, zt
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) &, 27.7'
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in) O, 0 7z--
INNER DIAMETER (in) O,f_ <}
LENGTH (in) _,-70 7
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) (Ouadrant #)
MASS (g) /, q 2_
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s) t t, __-
(%:i_ ,_
!i_i/_i_'i:2!
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Lmpact Surface
2 I
3 4
.%;_:ii¸
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
-7(, ? _ -tl
1;)
"_22
,!77
_'G<:
....... .
,c,$7
•-u5----,s-t
t-- 'd. _,S
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) O, ;a 3"7
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in) O, 0_-7
INNER DIAMIETER (in)
LENGTH (in) O, 7_1 ,,
L/D 7, _//
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) (?uadrant #)
MASS (g) /, <,27
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s) ]l, @'7
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
I
4
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
. • ...... .. ...i_.i.:: : "....:! :_::.:::::::.
........ li
-7o_ ?_/2_
VIEW::t : O_ERi ': ........R ......
AVERAGE OUTER DIAaMETER (in) ---
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
INNER DIAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in)
L/D
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) --_uadrant #)
MASS (g) 0, ") b
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIG_
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 Jcc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
C o i<4
2
3
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
'Tmgd - /3
,--4
, oc_
,o72.
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in)
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
INNER DIAMETER (in)
o,o_
LENGTH (in) O, 3 _y-z.
L/D
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) 7 (Quadrant #)
MASS (g) ,!_
AVERAGE VELOC1TY (kin/s) ! t , >"_
NOTES" YAW"
PFFCH:
DENS_Y:
QUADRANT:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
!:iI
':i _ 7 i_iT!i
(;ii:_il',
'IL:?_;ili!ili , ?i_
7& 9/-- t(,
f
g.-f
f
f
f
j t, $_2_
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) _:=
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
INNER DIETER (in)
LENGTH (in)
¢,,..--
L/D
TOTAL AaNGLE (deg) (Quadrant #)
MASS (g) t, © c_
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
L >ili :_:
ii?
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Impact Surface
_Fo/4._@.,," , C_,3--ec ?--vce
:iii!iil
: :jl
i_i( _i_i!iii!il_'
• ii i!{
i_i}
: !i(/:
iiii!/:
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
-76,_Y -,12
,05-6
!!,k 7
II ,2.7..-
/0, S--
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in),,
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
0,]_o
O, o_--
ENNER DIAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in)
O,_?l
0, _;a/
L/D /, 7Z
TOTAL AaNGLE (deg) (0uadrant #)
MASS (g) _, c_ 7
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)., Li_5o
NOTES: YAW"
P_CH:
DENSITY"
QUADRANT:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
3 4
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
. , . , .... ......,.::..,,..
.................. :::c ....... _:: ..
-ii =
, # _s--
, L/
,o_3 I
. 0 _ ") /I,75--
-# ta,5
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in), O, ;z3z
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in)
ENNER DIAMETER (in). , /5"--0
LENGTH (in) O, .5-gO
Lm /, 79
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) /g,t
MASS (g) /, //
(Ouadrant #) Z
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s) }I, 7z-
NOTES. YAW-
PITCH:
DENSITY.
QUADRANT:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
2
3
I
4
<i[_ /
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
i<! ¸ ._ ._<_7_4i_ :7_i:7!... :_:i!i_iiii<i:i:ii_,_>i<<ii_i_i;ii_i_iiii,!
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) O, S'-Vg
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in) O, o_<6
INNER DDMMETER (in)
LENGTH (in)
L_ D, 16
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) (_Quadrant #] U
MaSS (g) /_ ;_ 7
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
NOTES" YAW: (+) is RIGHT
PITCH: (+) is UP
DENSITY: 2.7 g/cc
QUADRANT: Looking at Lmpact Surface
ISCL PROJECTILE DATA
, .St'i.,.
r--
_.___.__
,0-?/ ......i,nni ........i..............7 ...............
_- ) 7',
i
,/,_F
AVERAGE OUTER DIAMETER (in) _, _ -_ 3
AVERAGE THICKNESS (in) , O "7 /
INNER DIAMETER (in)
LENGTH (in)
d, ")ZJ
TOTAL ANGLE (deg) _ _,, 0
MASS (g) _' _ _'
AVERAGE VELOCITY (kin/s)
LOuadrant #l_I
NOTES" YAW:
PITCH:
DENSITY:
QUADKMN'r:
(+) is RIGHT
(+) is UP
2.7 g/cc
Looking at Impact Surface
2
3
1
4
APPENDIX C
General Target Damage Measurements
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APPENDIX D
MSFC Wall Hole Size Measurements
Table 4. MSFC Hole Size Measurements
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7698-t
7698-2
7698-3
7698-4
7698-5
7698-6
7698-7
7698-8
7698-9
7698-10
7698-11
7698-12
7698-13
7698-14
7698-15
7698-16
7698-17
7698-18
7698-19
7698-20
7698-21
7698-22
6.86
14.48
27.94
19.05
21.08
13.46
9.14
N/A
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APPENDIX E
Radiographic Images
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Figure 8. Projectile for Test 7698-1 (View 3 and 4).
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_gure 9. Projectile for Test 7698-2 (View 3:_d 4).
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Figure 11. Projectile for Test 7698-4 (View 3 and 4).
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Figure 14. Projectile for Test 7698-7 (View 3 and 4).
__re 15. Projectile for Test 7698_ (View 3 _d 4).
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__re 16. _ojectile for Test 7698-9 (View 3 _d 4).
...... : : i i¸¸¸i¸
Figure 17. Projectile for Test 7698-10 (View 3 and 4).
Figure 18. Projectile for Test 7698-11 (View 3 and 4).
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_gure 19. Projectile for Test 7698-12 (View 3 _d 4).
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Figure 20. Projectile for Test 7698-13 (View 3 and 4).
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__re 22. Projectile for Test 7698-18 (View 3 and 4).
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Figure 24. Projectile for Test 7698-20 (View 3 and 4).
il_: _
Fibre 26. Behind W_l Deb_s Pattern for Test 7698-1
(Horizon_ View).
Figure 27. Behind W_I Debris Pattern for Test 7698-1
(Vertical View).
Figure 29. Behind W_i .......................
(Ve__ View).
7698-2
__re 31. Behind WMI Debris Pa_ern for Test 7698-5
(Vertical View).
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__re 32. Behind WMI Debris Pa_ern for Test 7698-6
(Ho_zon_ View).
_gure 33. Behind WMI Deb_s Pa_e_ for Test 7698-6
(Verti_ View).
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Figure 34. Behind W_l Debris Patte_ for Test 7698-11
(Ve_c_ View).
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Figure 36. Behind W_l Debris Pattern for Test 7698-21
(Horizon_l View).
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Fibre 37. Behind W_l Debris Pattern for Test 7698-21
(Ve__ View).
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Appendix F
Test Summary for
Final Report 06-7139
dated October 1995
i....
The work reported on in this test report (06-7698) is a continuation of work performed during
SwRI Project Number 06-7139. Therefore, correlation of the data between these programs is essential.
During the previous program, projectile mass calculations were made using a technique which has since
been modified. Therefore, to insure that the data in this current work correlates properly with the data
reported in the October 1995 report, the projectile masses from the 06-7139 report have been
recalculated using the new calculation procedure. The following table reflects these changes.
Also, during the conduct of the 06-7139 experiments, are-calibration of the flash x-ray system
occurred between Tests 7139-9 and 7139-10. It has since been determined, based on _e ex_emely low
velocity values measured during Tests 7139-10 through 7139-15, that this calibration was inaccurate.
Therefore, the velocity values have been adjusted based on the average ISCL velocity. The procedure
used to adjust the values is given below:
Average Velocity of "Slow" Projectiles: 10.69 km/s
Known Average ISCL Velocity: 11.28 km/s
Adjusted Value = ["slow" velocity - 10.69] + 11.28
Example: Test 7139-10:
Adjusted Velocity = [ 10.60 - 10.69] + 1 t .28 = 11.19 km/s
Test
Number
7139-1
7139-2
7139-3
7139-4
7139-5
7139-6
7139-7
5-2-95 1.24
5-2-95 1.30
5-3-95 1.30
5-3-95
8-24-95 0.94
8-25-95 1.06
8-25-95
8-28-95 1.11
Table No. 2. Test Summary
Vel_iiy (knVs) TargetDescfiption :: _ ::: Comments
N/M U.S. Lab Whipple Shield had a 1-1/2" diameter hole, Wall had a
(0/) 1" diameter hole. All three witness plates were
11.14
11.16
Russian Whipple Shield
(0/)
7139-8
ESA Cylinder
(0/)
(0/)
U.S. Lab Whipple
(65/)
11.20
11.18 ESA Cylinder
(65/)
- Jem Whipple
(0/)
Jem Whipple
(65/)
N/M
perforated.
Shield had a 3" diameter hole, Wall had a 6"
(post petal) diameter hole, and Plate #3 had a
full waffle-square removed. All three witness
plates were perforated.
Shield had a 1-1/2" diameter hole, Wall had a
1-1/4" diameter hole, and Plate #3 had a 1-3/4"
diameter hole. All three witness plates were
.perforated.
Projectile hit stripper plate. No data.
h-_ a _; byy_' _ _ILI was
destroyed. Material came off shield normal to
its surface and missed wall. No witness
damage.
Shield had a 1-3/4" by 3" hole. Wall #1 had a
narrow slit 2-1/4" long with several cracks
forming. Wall #2 had not cracks or holes. No
witness damage.
Projectile hit stripper plate. No data.
Shield had a jagged hole with major diameter
of 3-1/2", MLI was destroyed. Wall had no
cracks or holes. No witness damage.
Test
Number
7139-9
71.39-10
7139-11
7139-12
7139-13
7139-14
Test
Date
8-28-95
8-28-95
8-29-95
8-30-95
8-31-95
Projectile
Mass(g)
0.88
1.00
1.20
0.58 (est)
l.ll
_ojectile
Velocity (kin/s)
N/M
11.19"
11.67*
11.27"
8-31-95 1.07 (est) N/M
Table No. 2. Test Summary
Com 
Enhanced Lab #2
(o/)
Enhanced Lab # 1
(0/)
Enhanced Lab # 1
(65/)
Enhanced Russian
(0/)
U.S. Lab Whipple
(45/)
Russian Enhanced
with Clamped Fabric
(0/)
Shield had a hole with major diameter of 2-
1/2". Wall had a lm'ge, jagged hole with major
diameter up to 5-1/2" and cracks up to 6" long.
Large amount of pettaling of wall plate. All
witness plates perforated.
Shield had a 3-1/2" diameter hole. The Nextel
layer had a 3" diameter hole. The Kevlar layer
had a 5" diameter hole. The wall had a jagged
hole with diameter up to 8-1/2" with several
cracks (one running to the plate edge). All
witness plates perforated.
Shield had a 3-1/2" diameter hole. Nextel and
Kevlar layers both had 3" to 4" diameter holes.
Wall had no holes but bulged 1". No wimess
damage.
Projectile broke up. _h-ad a 3 ;i _Jiameter
hole. Nextel and Kevlar layers had 3"
diameter holes. Wall had a hole up to 7-1/2"
diameter.
Shield had a 4-3/4" by 2-1/2" diameter hole.
Wall had only one small hole (1/2" diameter).
Wimess 1 had a few small perforations,
Witness 2 and 3 were not damaged.
Shield had a 2-1/2" diameter hole. Nextel and
Kevlar layers had 2" to 3" diameter holes.
Wall had a hole up to 7-1/2" diameter.
Wimess 1 had a 4" diameter hole. Wimess 2
and 3 had 2" to 3" diameter holes.
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